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Candidates seek student votes
City leaders
gather in CMU
for open forum
By LINDSEY YOUNG

Roc-ing

Managing Editor

On Nov. 8, Moorhead residents will cast their votes for
the next mayor and city council. With the possibility of a
change in leadership of the
city, MSUM students living in
Moorhead are interested to
know what the future may
hold for their city.
Senior Landon Ascheman
plans on voting in the election.
“It’s definitely important to
pick someone who supports
your
goals,”
he
said.
Ascheman, a member of student senate, plans to base his
vote on what he heard at the
candidate open forum.
Last week, students and
community members gathered in the CMU atrium.
Joining them were mayoral
candidates Kevin Shores and
Mark Voxland and city council candidates Tammie Yak,
Daniel
Bohmer,
Lauri
Winterfeldt-Shanks,
Barry
Chouinard, Kent Tweten, Rick
Stotts and Mark Hintermeyer.
The legislative and internal
affairs committee of student
senate, chaired by sophomore
Leigh Wilson-Mattson, invited candidates to come to
MSUM to participate in the
open
forum.
Questions
ranged from concerns of
housing to health care. When
asked about what issues they
would like to see resolved in
Moorhead, nearly all of the

Campus rappers
display their skills
during the Roc’ da
Mic showdown

FEATURES, page 3

HEATHER GRUENHAGEN / THE ADVOCATE

Candidates for seats in Moorhead’s upcoming city election speak during an open forum last week in the CMU.

Student input absent
in local political process
candidates said they would
like to see the city expand and
retain citizens in order to
increase the tax base.
“We have to start working
harder to get a larger commercial and industrial base,” candidate and current Moorhead
mayor Mark Voxland said. He,
along with the other candidates stressed a larger tax base
to spread the cost of services
among a greater number of
citizens and keep costs down.
“We’d like to have jobs available for you,” he said to the
students gathered, “that we
could entice you to stay.”
❒ FORUM, back page

By LINDSEY YOUNG
Managing Editor

Last year, members of the
community looked to Dinkytown near the University of
Minnesota for inspiration.
Many in Moorhead have
noticed the area around
MSUM steadily declining.
Property value has decreased
and housing has become less
desirable as single-family
homes get turned into rental
properties owned by landlords
who rarely make visits to do
upkeep.
With this in mind, some city
council members proposed

that the MSUM and Concordia
campuses and surrounding
area be converted into an area
similar to the U of M’s, labeling
it ‘Camtown.”
“Instead of letting the area
decline it’s time to think of
neighborhood preservation,”
city council member Diane
Wray-Williams said at the time
of the proposal last October.
The area would have relatively cheap and easy to maintain
rental housing, entertainment
aimed towards students and
would harbor a strong feeling
of community with the two
colleges.

❒ VOICES, back page

Like, OMG! Students log on to Facebook
By BRITTANY MOEAN
Staff Writer

Facebook.com has become
the latest online trend for students nationwide.
Students from colleges, universities and now high
schools simply call the online
directory Facebook. They post
profiles that include their photos, contact information, interests and relationship status.
Students can write messages
to their Facebook friends or
post a short note on their profile.
“It puts a name with a face,”
senior Stefanie Hageman said.
Facebook was created in
2004 by Harvard University
students Mark Zuckerberg,
Chris Hughes and Dustin
Moskovitz. It has since gained

popularity from colleges and
universities across the country. The Facebook network
now includes more than 1,500
campuses, 4 million users and
a growing number of advertisers. For universities to become
a part of the network, a stu-

dent from the school has to email Facebook and have his or
her school approved. MSUM
became
a
member
of
Facebook this fall.
Facebook also helps students
stay connected with friends
and family from other colleges

or universities around the
country.
“I’m a big people person and
I stay connected with everybody. It’s a good way to drop
your friends a quick line,”
Hageman said.
When
students
join
Facebook, they join a specific
branch of the site that includes
other people from their
school.
“You get to talk to your
friends, leave notes and see
(pictures of) people that you
haven’t
seen
forever,”
Hageman said.
Students on Facebook can
type in their course ID numbers and see pictures of all
members on Facebook who
are in their classes.

❒ FACEBOOK, page 10

Speak up
Unique area
requires students
to make their voices
heard on the issues

OPINION, page 4

Opening up
MSUM art faculty
share their works
through annual
exhibit

A&E, page 6

New faces
Young players
bring experience
to Dragon men’s
basketball team

SPORTS, page 8
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Report

10.26 — 11.01

10.26 Fire alarm sounding in
East Snarr.
10.26 Threatening behavior on
9 Ave. So.
10.26 Theft of bicycle outside
Nelson.
10.26 Vehicle damage off-campus.
10.26 911 hang-up in Owens.
10.26 Vandalism in Nemzek.
10.27 Fire alarm sounding in
Snarr complex.
10.27 Elevator emergency in
Nelson.
10.28 Vandalism on-campus.
10.28 Theft of bicycle in
Neumaier.
10.28 Forcible rape in Gamma
Phi Beta house.
10.29 Vandalism outside Snarr
complex.
10.29 Malicious mischief outside South Snarr.
10.30 Fire Dept. response to
South Snarr.
10.30 University alcohol violation in Lot A.
10.30 Personal safety concern
outside South Snarr.
10.31 Sexual assult in South
Snarr.
10.31 Weapon found on soccer
field.
11.01 Vandalism in Snarr complex.
11.01 Agency assist in
Grantham.

NEWS BRIEFS
Correction
In the article titled, “MSUM
eats Ded Walleye” in the Oct.
27 Advocate, it should have
said the athletic department,
not the band Ded Walleye, set
the ticket prices for the cancelled event.

Nominations sought
for keynote speaker
Nominations are being
solicited for a keynote speaker for the 8th Annual Student
Academic Conference on
April 12, 2006.
Nominations can be sent to
professor Andrew Conteh.
The closing date for nominations is Nov. 18.

Relay for Life event
needs volunteers
Relay For Life is holding an
event to raise money for the
American Cancer Society. The
relay will be held on April 7th
2006.
Students in the Tri-college
area are invited to attend.
If you are interested in being
a part of the event, attend the
Kickoff Event at 7 p.m. on
Nov. 10 in Jones Science
Center 330 at Concordia
College.
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Auditions are set
for upcoming film

MSUM musical
events scheduled

Dragon Fire divas
luncheon buffet set

Corps
of
Discovery
Productions announces a
casting call for their next film,
Bill
and
Meriwether's
Excellent Adventure, a short
comedy based loosely on the
Lewis and Clark expedition.
The project will be shot on
film over the Thanksgiving
weekend, Nov. 25 - 27, in the
Fargo/Moorhead area.
Auditions will be held from
1 to 3 p.m. on Sunday at
MSUM's Roland Dille Center
for the Arts 43.
For more information, contact Tom Brandau at 477-2950
or 233-4105 or e-mail at brandau@mnstate.edu

MSUM has scheduled musical events through midNovember.
All events are open to the
public and free, unless otherwise noted.
Tuesday, Nov. 8: MSUM
Jazz Combos I and II perform
at 8 p.m. in Weld Hall
Glasrud Auditorium.
Thursday, Nov. 10: MSUM
New Music Ensemble performs at 8 p.m. in the Center
for the Arts Fox Recital Hall.
Friday, Nov. 11: MSUM
Vocal
Jazz
Ensemble,
SnowFire and the SnowFire
Jazz Combo present a concert
at 8 p.m. in Weld Hall
Glasrud Auditorium.
Saturday, Nov. 12: MSUM’s
Day of Percussion 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the Roland Dille
Center
for
the
Arts.
Admission to the percussion
clinics is $5 for adults and $3
for people under 21.
Saturday, Nov. 12: At the
conclusion of MSUM’s Day
of Percussion, Victor's Dance
Studio will give free salsa
dance lessons from 7 to 8
p.m., followed by a performance from Fuego Tropical,
MSUMs steel drum and salsa
ensemble, at 8 p.m., both in
the CMU Ballroom
Sunday, Nov. 13: MSUM
faculty
member
Toby
Curtright performs at 3 p.m.
in the Center for the Arts Fox
Recital Hall.

MSUM Dragon Fire and
Women’s Athletics will hold a
Divas Luncheon Buffet at
noon Nov. 7. The event will
be held at the Days Inn and
Conference
Center
in
Moorhead.
The cost is $15 with all proceeds benefiting Dragon
Women’s Athletics.
For more information, call
477-2556

SPJ local chapter
holds fundraiser
The Society of Professional
Journalists is offering students the chance to win $50
by guessing the number of
candy corn pieces in a jar.
The jar will be in the CMU,
Flora Frick and MacLean
through next week.
The cost is $1 for one guess
or $2 for three guesses. The
winner will receive $50.
For more information SPJ
can
be
contacted
at
spj@mnstate.edu.
All proceeds go to the SPJ
MSUM chapter.

International photo
contest begins
The MSUM office of international programs is holding an
international photo contest.
The contest is open to any
MSUM student who has studied, taught, volunteered or
traveled abroad in the past
three years.
Prizes will be awarded for
first and second place. For
more information and applications for submission, please
visit their Web site at
www.mnstate.edu/intl/iew/
photo.cfm or stop by the
office of international programs, Flora Frick 151.

Career Services to
hold workshop
Career Services is holding a
resume workshop for all
teaching majors from 4:30 to 6
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 10 in
CMU 208.
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Rappers battle to Roc’ Da Mic

PHOTOS BY BARBIE PORTER/ ADVOCATE

Senior Kipp Gabriel is announced the winner and received the $100 prize.
By BARBIE PORTER
Features Editor

Freshman Calvin Brackins was the only one to win a battle
against Gabriel.

The ballroom stage was set,
the microphones tested, the
beats supplied and the audience anticipated the rap battle
of Roc Da Mic.
Throughout the nearly twohour performance, seven rappers took the stage and
unleashed a verbal guillotine
on their opponents, leaving
the final four freshman Calvin
Brackins, senior Kipp Gabriel,
senior Alvin Pass and freshman Jeremy Peig to battle for
the $100 first place prize.
The crowd declared Gabriel
the winner after he won
numerous battles.
“The rap battle is all in fun,”
Gabriel said. “Everyone up
there was really good.”
The event coordinator, Holly
Jones, said Roc Da Mic is a
good venue for college students to be inspired to make
decisions towards artistic
goals.
“I think this is the time in
our lives where we can supply a venue for them to get
their artistic creative talents
out and show people and get
inspired to do bigger things.”
Jones said.

Freshman Jeremy Peig rapped his way into the final four.

Kipp Gabriel (center) battle raps as Jeremy Peig (left) waits for his turn.

Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu

Senior Alvin Pass began rapping when he was 8-years-old.

Junior Eric Roseen came to rap dressed as a scientist from the
Underground’s Halloween party.

OPINION
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Advocate editorial board
Alicia Strnad
Editor

Lindsey Young
Managing Editor

Ashley Johnk
Opinion Editor

Student voices
count too:
Cast your vote
on Nov. 8
Fargo-Moorhead is a very unique area. There aren’t
many other places like it. Plenty of students claim
residency and attend classes in one state while living
and working in another.
Unique areas have unique problems. In most cases,
if a student was unhappy with the relationship
between their school and the city, they could plead
to the city council as a constituent. They could also
follow city elections and vote for the candidate who
best represented them.
A student who lives in Fargo isn’t able to do that.
But that doesn’t mean they don’t have a voice. No
student should let issues that matter to them slide
just because they don’t pay property taxes in the city
of Moorhead. Students buy gas in Moorhead, shop
in Moorhead and spend plenty of time searching for
a parking spot on the streets of Moorhead (then subsequently paying parking tickets in the city of
Moorhead).
Sure, voting is one way to speak out about whom a
person wants to represent them. But if that’s not an
option then a bit more effort is required. If it makes
changes, and it can, it will be well worth it.
When the city of Moorhead was considering a
smoking ban, a group of students from Moorhead
High School circulated petitions around their school.
The city council listened to what the students said
and their input helped the smoking ban to pass.
Why would city council listen to a group of
teenagers?
One simple reason. These students regularly
attended city council meetings and contributed to
the sessions. That’s all. And because of that, the city
valued their opinions enough to take them into serious consideration when constructing the laws and
regulations of the city.
Think of what MSUM students could do for their
community by simply attending a meeting every
other Monday and speaking up once in a while.
How else will the city know what we need if we
don’t speak up?

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily
those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages Letters to the Editor and Your
Turn submissions. They should be typed and must include
the writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year
in school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due
by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in
The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Zero-tolerance policy
proves positive for dorms
I would like to point out that
since the zero-tolerance has
taken effect in Snarr, we have
seen our halls quieter and have
had less write-ups. I believe it is
working. I have seen changes in
my floor itself. Instead of going
out drinking, they choose to stay
in and watch movies, play
games or go out and do nondrinking activities.
I checked to see if any of the
Advocate editorial board members who made the comment
“The RAs also need to do their
jobs and start policing the halls
better,” (Oct. 20 issue of The
Advocate), lived in any residence hall here at Minnesota
State University Moorhead.
According to the MSUM directory, none of them do. How can
one see the effect of the zero-tolerance when they do not live in
the residential halls? How can
one see the effort and time spent
by the RAs if they do not experience it firsthand?
The Advocate editorial board
says an answer is education.
Well, I say that is what we have
been doing. In the past, if you
were caught with alcohol in the
residence halls you paid a fee to
take a class.
Last Wednesday, the RAs in
Snarr had an alcohol awareness
program and the turnout and
response was amazing. The
Moorhead Police Department
showed up for the program just
like they will be showing up for
programs
in
Nelson/Grantham/Holmquist

and Dahl/Ballard for alcohol
awareness and education programs.
In all, we have had 25 passive
programs this year for alcohol
awareness and education. We
also refer residents to Jill
Lavelle, a chemical health educator who works in Hendrix, if
an RA feels that his or her resident has a problem with alcohol.
We have bulletin boards, programs, and most of all, we talk
to the residents who seem to
have a problem. When was the
last time you asked a friend, “I
think you should not binge
drink tonight?”
Lowering the drinking age
would stop the underage drinking, but it would not help the
binge drinking and the abuse of
alcohol, which are two key factors with alcohol-related deaths.
Remember that the student who
died two years ago was not a
minor—he had just turned 21. A
person can binge drink and die
no matter what age.
We need to change the thinking of our students. We need to
make people realize that they do
not need to go out and drink to
get drunk. They can have a good
time with only one drink and
they do not need seven, eight or
even more.
To change the mindset of all of
our residents and students here
at our university would be hard.
How we do this is one resident
at a time. We pull a resident
aside and we talk to them
because we think he or she has a

problem. There is no other way
to make sure people stop going
to the hospital because of alcohol abuse and misuse. We need
to change their mindset.
Advocate editorial board, you
have that power by printing
articles about not binge drinking
instead of criticizing people who
are at least trying to do something. RAs are not perfect, but
we at least try.
I love my job. I would not put
myself through the pressure of
the job if I did not love it. I love
my residents and the people I
meet because of this job. We do
not get paid enough for what we
do, so I do not do it just for the
monetary compensation. I do it
because I want to make a difference in people’s lives.
If residents choose to drink, I
want them to drink responsibly.
I would love to see underage
drinking stop completely but
that is not very realistic at this
time. Right now, in the real
world, we have to realize we
will not stop underage drinking
but we can promote responsibility.
The residence hall staff of
Snarr would like to invite The
Advocate editorial board to a
staff meeting to share with you
the true facts of what we do and
answer any questions.

Deidra Dick
MSUM junior
RA South Snarr

Send all letters
to the editor to
advocate@mnstate.edu
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Visit home often during college years
Last weekend I went to
my boyfriend’s parents’
home. It was the first
time I met his Marine
brother who recently
returned from Iraq.
Their mother prepared
an early Thanksgiving
dinner and we all played
Monopoly. It was a good
time. But before Ross and I left
for Moorhead, his mom took a
family picture. There are four
boys in the family. For the first
time in a year they were all
together.
After some brotherly grumbling and a quick flash Ross’
mom previewed the digital
image. Her eyes glossed over.
At that moment, I realized
what a gift it is for a woman to

be near her grown children. And
I felt guilty for neglecting my
own family.
MSUM is the proverbial suitcase college. Many of its students’ hometowns are within a
two-hour drive. I think that
many of us, myself included,
don’t take advantage of that
geographic opportunity.
So much happens between the
ages of 18 and 25. Many of us

will move to different
states. We will get married. We will have kids.
I’m not saying that college isn’t a hectic time
in itself. It is! Nobody
can deny that. But I just
realized that it’s probably one of the last times
in my life I will be able
to do whatever I want. We’ve
got a lot of freedom right now.
Freedom that’s easy to take for
granted.
In less than a decade it probably won’t be as easy to pack an
extra set of clothes, put $30
worth of your overage check
into a gas tank and drive to your
parent’s house. You’ll have to
talk it over with your spouse,
baby pack (literally) and find

somebody to feed the dog.
I understand that everybody
didn’t come from a Bradyesque
home. Maybe some of you don’t
really care to visit your families.
While visiting a nursing home in
elementary school, I asked my
mother why so many children
neglected their parents. Mom
responded by telling me that
that not everybody was very
nice to their children. There’s
raw truth in that.
But those of us who are blessed
with decent families should
appreciate this flexible time in
our lives. My friend Simon, one
of the Lost Boys of Sudan,
would give almost anything to
visit his parents who live a continent away.
But Simon, just like any other

21-year-old, doesn’t have the
extra two-grand sitting around
it takes to visit his mom.
In the meantime, those of us
from Valley City, Fergus Falls or
Crookston find the excuses not
to drive the hour or two home.
Many of them are legitimate
excuses such as work, projects,
burn out. But they’re excuses
nonetheless. I have the luxury of
being unemployed right now. I
have no excuse.
Think about going home this
weekend.

How long has it been since
you were home?
E-mail Alexa
at bushwonha@hotmail.com.

Christmas, lack of cash call for creative gift ideas
Halloween is always a
fun part of the fall for
me. But once the candy
has been eaten and the
costume
has
been
thrown
away
or
returned to its usual section in my wardrobe, I
realize
that
the
Christmas season is
lurking around the corner like a
large half-robot, half-tiger waiting to pounce on me and slash
me apart with its terrible robot
claws.
Christmastime drives me nuts
because I have to think about
what presents I would buy for
people if I wasn’t too poor (or
lazy) to do so. Sometimes I buy
presents for people, but only
when I think I’ve found something special such as a book that
I know one of my friends would
love or a subscription to Ad
Busters for my left wing extremist media watchdog brother.
So, in an attempt to help my
noble and attractive (oh, you

know you are, c’mon) readers
relieve some of their holiday
stress, I compiled a brief list of
items that one of your friends or
relatives might enjoy. I gave the
name and manufacturer of the
product first and then a brief
review of the product itself.
Specialty Gift Item One: “The
Extreme Guide to the World of
Custom Chainsaw Building” Ed.
Buck “Buzz Saw” Henry (St.
Martin’s Press).
Buzz Saw Henry’s book provided both a broad overview of
the world of chainsaw-hot-rodding and an in-depth look at the
trends and science of the sport.
For those who don’t know, (as if)

the world of competitive chainsaw building
consists of the brave
section of our society
who have the courage
to ask the question,
“Can I build a chainsaw
that can cut through
forty railroad ties in
three seconds?” The
most ambitious of the sport, of
course, are those who, like Buzz
Saw, have the guts to proclaim,
“F#@$ yeah I can.” Henry’s
book stands as the most complete (and only) source of information on this burgeoning
American past-time. (1,100
pages, $22)
Specialty Gift Item Two: Super
Fun Happy Tiny Panda (Tokyo
Genetic Co.).
I have rarely seen a gift so
exotic and affordable ($29.99) as
the Super Fun Happy Tiny
Panda from the good people at
the Tokyo Genetics Company.
The SFHTP is a genetically engineered panda bear that mea-

sures 4 1/2 in. in length and on the style of Elton John’s
will survive for up to three years gaudy aesthetic or in the style of
provided they are handled with Marilyn Monroe’s luscious elecare and fed regularly
gance. Wilson also
Christmas recently
with
Super
Fun
released
time drives both anime and proHappy Tiny Panda
me nuts
food from the Tokyo
fessional wrestling
Genetic Food Subsidy because I have to
themed wings. All
think about what
Corporation. The tiny
wings come in three
presents I would
pandas must live in a
sizes: small (25 to 95
tiny padded cage con- buy for people if it pounds of air supsidering their geneti- wasn’t too poor (or port), medium (95 to
lazy) to do so.
cally
engineered
200 pounds) and
bones are fragile and
large (200 to 300
break easily.
pounds). Enjoy these
Specialty Gift Item Three: Wax products with caution and
Wings (Wilson’s Wax Wing remember, don’t fly too close to
Company).
the sun or your wings will melt
For the flight enthusiast on and you’ll drown. ($225 to $450)
your Christmas list I suggest
I hope the above information
you look into the new line of might in some way help you as
Wax Wings from Wilson’s Wax you look for the perfect gift for
Wing Company. Wilson’s Wax your loved ones.
Wings provide both a smooth
ride when sailing through air
after jumping off of a cliff, but
What’s the strangest Christmas
beyond that, the new line of
present you have ever bought?
wings features a celebrity wing
E-mail Adam
at quesnead@mnstate.edu.
series including wings designed

“

A&E
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Profs show off artwork
Annual exhibit provides opportunity for art faculty to display their talent

“Broadway & Main” by Maryam Hosseinnia
By KELLIE MEEHLAUSE
Copy Editor

In a college environment, it’s
more common for art students to display their work
than
faculty
members.
However, now through Nov.
16 the Roland Dille Center for
the Arts gallery will display
the graphic designs, photography, sculptures and other
artwork of 17 MSUM faculty
members.
According to gallery manager Jane Gudmundson, the faculty art exhibit’s purpose is to
showcase new work by the art
and design department faculty. It has occurred annually
for more than 40 years.
“It is important for the students to know that their professors are working artists as

well as teachers and to be able
to identify their particular
genre, style, technique, interpretation, etc.,” Gudmundson
said. “It is also important for
the faculty members in terms
of having a reason to keep
working and being acknowledged for their work not only
by the students but by the
general public.”
There is no particular theme
for the exhibit. The main concept Gudmundson said, is to
“feature the individuality of
each artist,” allowing them to
find their own theme or idea
and present it through their
work and individual creativity.
Assistant professor Sherry
Short’s artwork includes three
self-portraits through which
she explored narration via art.

“Autumn Reflection” by Zhimin Guan

“Through these works,” she
described, “I am exploring the
narrative possibilities of the
portrait. I am not just trying
to represent what someone
looks like (in this case,
myself), but I am also trying
to convey a story.”
Adjunct professor Trygve
Olson submitted two types of
artwork commonly found in
the media: courtroom sketches and editorial sketches. Both
of the works, he said, are difficult in their own way.
The former requires quickness in order to catch the trial
as it happens, while showing
“the main players of the proceedings.”
Of the latter, Olson commented, “For the most part
they allow me to be a ‘court
jester’ of the newspaper.
Knowing the issues of the
day, forming an opinion and
finding the right metaphor to
get across the opinion are the
most challenging parts of this
type of work. The drawing is
where I can have the most
fun.”
Associate professor Zhimin
Guan and assistant professor
Maryam Hosseinnia, on the
other hand, focused on bring-

ing their own personal experiences into art.
Guan chose to display several of his landscape and figure
portraits. Through these, he
said that he was able to
express his feelings and experiences of living in the United
States and Minnesota.
“I intended to use the
reflected landscape images on
the metal board to express my
comment of the fleeting beauty and harsh, cool, industrialized, emotionless ground surface. The sensitive landscape
and the cool background create a sense of contrast and
tension that demands the
viewer’s attention and curiosity,” he said. Hosseinnia’s
piece titled “Main and
Broadway” captured her
experience of moving to Main
and Broadway in Fargo a year
ago. She said she soon noticed
“the sound of the train passing through was affecting my
sleep.”
This common disturbance
inspired her to record over
the next month how many
times the train whistled while
she was at home. The result

“Anger Pain” by Sherry Short

was a “visual timeline” of that
month.
Other faculty members
involved in the exhibit are
Ken Brown, Donald Clark,
Lila Hauge-Stoffel, Loral
Iverson-Hannaher,
Eric
Johnson, Lana Leishman, Carl
Oltvedt, Carol Scott, Allen
Sheets, Kellie Sinner, Wil
Shynkaruk, Jon Solinger, John
Volk and Chris Walla.
“There are several incentives
for seeing this show: it will be
a stimulating experience for
the eye and the mind. It will
include a wide variety of
imagery, and it is free, so frequent visits are possible,”
Gudmundson said.
A public reception will be
held from 4 to 6 p.m. today
(Thursday), featuring a performance by jazz combo I
from 4:15 to 5:15 p.m. This
event is free and open to the
public. Gallery hours are 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday; 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday; and 1 to 3 p.m.
Saturday.
Meehlhause can be reached
at meehlhke@mnstate.edu.
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F-M Opera
presents
‘Magic
Flute’

Rocking against apathy
Free concert seeks to promote student involvement in government
By LEE MORRIS
Staff Writer

By LINDSEY YOUNG
Managing Editor

The Fargo-Moorhead Opera
will give audiences a chance
to visit the imaginative fantasy world of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart’s “The
Magic Flute” next week at
NDSU’s Festival Concert Hall.
Mozart’s famous opera is the
story of Sarastro, the wise
priest of Isis; Pamina, the
daughter of the mean and
scheming Queen of the Night;
and Tamino, a young prince.
Sarastro has taken Pamina to
the temple in order to release
her from the influence of her
mother.
Written and composed in the
style “singspiel” (both sung
and spoken), “The Magic
Flute” was originally performed in German. FMO will
be performing the opera in
English, with captions projected above the stage for extra
clarity.
“Sometimes people are
afraid to try opera because
they fear they won’t know
what’s going on,” FMO director
Rebecca
SundetSchoenwald said. “We want
everyone to feel comfortable
at the opera and to develop a
taste for the incredible music.”
Aside from Mozart’s catchy
melodies, audiences can look
forward to the dramatic visuals and imaginative set
designed by Lois Rhomberg of
Minneapolis especially for the
production. To promote the
fantasy elements of the opera
and their appeal to children,
FMO is offering discounted
rates for adults bringing children to the performance.
“Opera is growing in popularity nationally,” she said.
“Audiences
are
getting
younger because young people are attracted to an art form
that combines drama, sets and
costumes with music.”
Sundet-Schoenwald, along
with others involved in the
arts in Fargo-Moorhead, feel
the advancement of arts helps
to set the FM area apart.
“The only way communities
the size of Fargo-Moorhead
can distinguish themselves is
by offering options that other
cities don’t,” she said. Having
a strong arts community can
help set Fargo-Moorhead
apart. The arts community
also helps Fargo-Moorhead by
making it a place that talented
students can have a chance to
gain experience as artists.
“The Magic Flute” will be
performed on Nov. 4 at 8 p.m.
and Nov. 6 at 2 p.m. in Festival
Concert Hall at NDSU. Tickets
can be purchased at Festival
Hall Box Office or by phone at
231-9442. FMO season tickets
are available by calling 2394558.
Young can be reached
at youngli@mnstate.edu.

He safeguarded the missile-damaged USS Stark and
traversed 250 miles from
Moorhead to St. Paul in a
wheelchair. Now, Moorhead
mayoral candidate Kevin
Shores is giving MSUM students a free concert.
The
Minneapolis-based
band WookieFoot will be
playing Friday at 8 p.m. in
the CMU ballroom, courtesy
of Shores.
The 38-year-old said he is
footing the bill to involve
more students in local gov-

ernment.
Shores said, “I understand
there’s a kind of apathy that
has grown that people don’t
believe government is for
them. I want to show them
by word, thought and deed
that this government is for
them.”
According to Shores, who
attended MSUM between
1999 and 2004, “My genetic
composition
is
Native
American and European and
if I were to choose how I live
my spirituality, it’s Native
American.”
Shores said this aspect of
his personality makes him

want to “give” and, in this
case, give a concert. He said
the concert provides college
students with a direct
opportunity to speak with
him.
Shores is a Navy veteran
who, in 1988, was sent to
help protect the USS Stark
after a missile attack killed
33 sailors. In 2001, he
trekked to the state Capitol
to elicit awareness from lawmakers on the issue of Gulf
War Illness—by wheelchair.
Shores also said, “Any kind
of music that has a happygo-lucky sound to it is something I enjoy.”

In addition to WookieFoot,
the
Bismarck-based
GypsyFoot will also keep
students’ feet moving during a boogie-filled night.
Jojo Lash, a WookieFoot
band member, said the show
is “a calculated movement
that has been organizing for
years now ... to ‘activate’ an
apathetic generation who
are skeptical of change from
within.”
Lash said, “Come to the
show and feel the energy for
yourself!”
Morris can be reached
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL - PREVIEW

‘New faces, but not inexperienced’
By STEVE HARTMAN
Staff Writer

New faces from different
places.
That pretty much sums up
the 2005-06 edition of the
Dragon men’s basketball
team.
With 12 of the 17 players on
the roster putting on the red
and white this year for the
first time, one would think
that inexperience would be an
issue.
But a raw line-up will not be
a concern, according to head
coach Stu Engen.
“We’ve got a lot of new
faces, but we’re not inexperienced,” Engen said. “Many of
our guys are transfers or red
shirt freshmen who have seen
the floor.”
Engen, who is in his fourth
year as coach, is looking for a
much-improved
Dragon
attack following last season.
Injuries and heart-breaking
defeats followed the Dragons
all over league play a year
ago.
“Four of our five seniors
graduated with their degrees
and the fifth will be soon,”
Engen said.
Those five seniors accounted
for the majority of the offense
for last year’s club.
This year Engen is looking
for a new group to lead the
way.
Two key players landing at
MSUM this year are Division I

CHAD WESSELS/ THE ADVOCATE

Freshman Adam Holte takes a shot during a recent basketball practice. The Dragons face the Bison
at 7 p.m. on Saturday at the Bison Sports Arena.

transfers Cedrick Hensley
from the University of
Houston and Marcus Ebow of
Sam Houston State.
Ebow, a captain, said he and
Henlsey “try to lead by example.”
The pair of Texans have
shown leadership on and off
the court for Engen’s squad.
“They have been our two
best performers so far,” Engen
said. “Cedrick and Marcus

were highly recommended.”
Returning letter winners
from last year’s team that
went 8-20 are sophomores
Brandon Strouth, Lee Isaacson
and Kyle Nelson.
Strouth averaged 7.7 points
per game while adding 2.6
assists and two steals in his
freshmen year for the
Dragons.
“The last third of the year he
(Strouth) was playing as well

as anyone on the team,”
Engen said.
This fall a high ankle sprain
has hampered the guard, but
the team expects him back in
time for the regular season
opener on Nov. 15 against
Trinity Bible College.
Isaacson, a 6-foot-6-inch forward, and Nelson, a 6-foot-9inch center, will get much of
the work inside.
However, with Nelson just

returning from injury, freshmen Adam Holte and Matt
Boelter will see plenty of
action early in the season.
Other new arrivals for the
Dragons include juniors
Salumu Rajabu and Johnie
Seals and a load of freshmen
including: Holte, Boelter,
Willie Howard, David Olson,
Adam Ruis, Jamal O’Neal, AJ
Palmer, James Crowder, Kyle
Price, Jon Wepking, and Peter
Grahn.
With all the new additions,
coming together in time for
league play could be a concern. But according to Ebow,
things are going very smoothly.
“It (meshing as a team) is a
lot easier than I thought,”
Ebow said. “We hang out a lot
on and off the court.”
But contending in the NSIC
isn’t going to be easy. Winona,
Bemidji and Northern State
promise to be among the elite
teams—not just in the conference, but also the region.
“This is as tough as the conference has been since I’ve
been here,” Engen said.
The NSIC preseason poll had
WSU ranked one, NSU two,
and BSU three. MSUM tied for
seventh in the poll.
Fans get their first chance to
see the new Dragons at 7 p.m.
on Saturday Nov. 5 at the
Bison Sports Arena in exhibition play.
Hartman can be reached
at hartmast@mnstate.edu

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL - PREVIEW

Dragons looking to repeat as conference champs
By JEREMY CHURA
Sports Editor

Last season the Dragon
women’s basketball team finished No. 1 in the Northern
Sun
Intercollegiate
Conference with a conference
record of 12-2 and 24-7 overall.
“I think we’re going to do
everything in our power to
repeat as conference champions,” head coach Karla
Nelson said. “I think that’s
the first goal on our mind and
if we accomplish that we’ll get
back to regional, after that
we’ll take it one step at a
time.”
The Dragons also captured
their first NSIC outright
championship, cracked the
nation’s Top 25 for the first
time and received their first
invitation to a NCAA Division
II regional tournament. They
also set a single season record
for most victories. The team
was also ranked No. 4 nationally in Division II in GPA.
“We want to contend and

compete for a conference
championship,” Nelson said.
“We’re pretty youthful, and
our youth will probably determine if that’s going to happen
or not.”
Junior Jessica Fesenmaier
has been one of the three 200506 NSIC Women’s Basketball
Preseason Players of the Year.
“We have a positive outlook,” Fesenmaier said. “We
know it’s going to take a lot of
hard work and dedication to
get us back to where we
were.”
Fesenmaier averaged 13.2
points and 6.3 rebounds a
game last season. She also had
a .587 field goal percentage; a
.770 free throw percentage
and she also led the NSIC in
blocks with 1.71 blocks per
game. She also helped the
team lead Division II in
rebounding.
“Her game needs to grow a
little bit,” Nelson said, “especially on the defense.”
Fesenmaier was also named
to the All-Conference first
team.

Heading into this season,
the Dragons are ranked No.
3 in the 2005-06 Preseason
NSIC Women’s Basketball
Coaches Poll.
“The conference is going
to be balanced,” Nelson
said. “There are a couple of
teams that can upset anybody on a given night.”
Nelson heads into her
sixth season as the Dragons
head coach.
Nelson was also voted
NSIC Coach of the Year and
the Women’s Basketball
Coaches
Association
Region 7 Coach of the Year
last season.
CHAD WESSELS/ THE ADVOCATE
Also returning to the
Members of the MSUM women’s basketball team practice for the
Dragons roster are juniors upcoming season. The Dragons play Iowa on Nov. 13.
Sherri Notsch and Lindsey
Anderson;
sophomores
Thielen, Meghan Rettke and need to find spots for everyAllison Swenson, Jessica Kaitlin McCarthy.
body. It’s all looking positive
Trautwein, Kali Houselog,
“We have a lot of new faces,” right now.”
Cydney Froelich, Shelly Soule Fesenmaier said. “So far we’re
The Dragons are getting
and Melissa Sexton.
just trying to get everyone on ready for preseason play on
New to the team are fresh- the same page. We’re starting Nov. 13 with a trip to Iowa.
men Katie Walden, Missy to pick things up quickly.”
Fremstad, Beth Masopust,
“We have a lot of talent on
Hayley
Schanilec,
Chris our
Chura can be reached
team
this
year,”
at churaje@mnstate.edu
Falzon, Meagan Brandon, Lisa Fesenmaier said. “We just
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SWIMMING & DIVING

Mavericks swim past Dragons
By LINDSEY YOUNG
Managing Editor

The Dragons swimming and
diving team gave a solid performance at their second meet
of the year on Saturday, but
were unable to keep up with
MSU-Mankato, losing 165 to
135.
“Mankato’s a good team,”
assistant coach Christine
Wavrin said. “We knew it was
going to be close. It just went
their way too many times.”
Ten times to be exact,
Mankato swimmers took first
place in 10 of the 16 events.
The Dragons finished in second and third place in the 200yard medley relay.
The team of freshman
Sharon Redlich, sophomore
Lynne Zieske, juniors Jenna
Nace and Crysta Johnson
came in at 1 minute, 57.43 seconds, followed by freshman

Andrea Flaten, senior Melissa
Erickson, freshmen Krystle
Ross and Kristine Loge with a
time of 1:59.53 for the
Dragons.
During most of the meet, the
Dragons were able to keep
swimmers in the top three
places
in
each
event.
However, the Mavericks
earned the top three spots in
both the 100 and 200-yard
breaststroke.
The Dragons successfully
held the Mavericks back in the
100-yard freestyle with freshman Lauren Baalman finishing first at 56.25 and Johnson
in second at 56.36.
“It was close in a lot of
races,” Johnson said. “They
kind of got a little ahead of us
in the breaststroke but a lot of
people had incredible times.”
Johnson would eventually
score 21 points for the
Dragons, placing first in the

50-yard freestyle with a time
of 25.91, second in the 100yard freestyle and helping her
team win second place in both
the 200-yard medley relay and
the 200-yard freestyle relay.
Dragon divers did well in
the 1-meter and 3-meter diving but were unable to outperform Mankato’s Holly
Schlingmann who took the
top scores, earning 228.10
points in the 1-meter and
230.25 in the 4-meter.
The Dragons earned second
and third in the events with
junior Sarah Chaussee in second for both, and in third
freshman Samantha Jipson in
the 1-meter and freshmen
Karin Jetto in the 3-meter.
The Dragons will face North
Carolina A&T at home at 5
p.m. on Friday and 1 p.m. on
Saturday.
Young can be reached
at youngli@mnstate.edu

WRESTLING - PREVIEW

Dragons hit the mat
By JACLYN KING
Staff Writer

On Nov. 9, the Dragon
wrestling team will take to the
mats with its first dual against
Concordia to open the 2005-06
season.
Last year the Dragons charted an 11-4 dual meet campaign and sent eight wrestlers
to the 2005 NCAA Division II
National Championship.
Senior Chris Tuchscherer
was second at heavyweight,
senior Ben Keen placed eighth
at 141 pounds while sophomore Rocki Stavn finished
eighth at 165 pounds.
Three Dragons also claimed
All-American honors.
Keenan Spiess enters his
third season as the head coach
of the Dragons.
In two seasons at the helm of
the Dragon program, Spiess
has assembled a 23-7 overall
record. He also became the
only MSUM coach to debut
with back-to-back doubledigit dual victories in his two
years on the job.
In his first season as head
coach Spiess guided the
Dragons to a 12-3 dual record
and claimed the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate
Conference
Championship. The Dragons
also placed fifth in the NCAA
Division II North
Central
Region
and
advanced three wrestlers to
the national championships.
Spiess, who replaced John
Sterner, was a four-year
wrestling letterman and captain-elect of the Dragons as a
senior.
Returning lettermen to the
Dragon wrestling team are
seniors Keen, Dave Burgard,
Danny
Meyer,
Tony
Soderberg and Tuchscherer;

juniors Eric Roseen and Skip
Troops and sophomores
Brandon
Kok,
Troy
McFarland, Rockie Stavn and
Shane Walton.
The Dragons also welcome a
few transfers including former University of Minnesota
Gopher Nathan Baker, who
qualified for the NCAA division I championships and
junior college All-Americans
Joe Facchinni and Kyle Trout.
“We could be one of the best
teams since the 1960s. We
have potential, talent, the
guys work hard and the leadership is there,” Spiess said.
“Everything is there, it is just
matter of putting it in place
and staying away from the
injuries.”
After finishing 15th in the
nation last season the team
has it’s eye on 10th in the
nation after this season.
“We are in a very tough
region,” Spiess said.
King can be reached
at kingni@mnstate.edu

LIZZIE CHINANDER/ THE ADVOCATE

Junior Sarah Chaussee competes during Saturday’s swimming
meet against Mankato. Chaussee placed second in the 1 and 3meter diving events.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Beavers knock Dragons
out of NSIC Tournament
By BRITTANY MOEN
Staff Writer

The soccer season came to
an end when Bemidji (Minn.)
State ousted the Dragons
from the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
soccer tournament by a score
of 1-0 on Tuesday.
Katie Meinhardt scored the
only goal of the game for the
Beavers at the 25 minute, 9
second mark of the first half.
Christina Hicks and Kelly
Hyvare had assists on the
goal.
On
Saturday
senior
Maureen Ross scored the only
goal of the game to lead the
Dragons to a 1-0 win over
Northern State in NSIC
action.
Senior Mandy Anderson
assisted on the goal.
“The goal that Moe (Ross)

scored was brilliant,” head
coach Rollie Bulock said. “A
diving header, what a better
day to do it than senior day.”
Dragon goalkeeper sophomore Morgan Landwehr had
eight saves. The Wolves goalkeeper had seven saves.
“I
think
traditionally,
against Northern State, we
have always been close,”
Bulock said. “(Before) we
went into double overtime
and lost.”
The Wolves are now 14-5-2
overall and 7-5-2 in the NSIC.
“We have to get some more
shots in the net,” Bulock said.
“We’re feeling good about the
possible results.”
The Dragons ended their
season 5-15-1 overall and 310-1 in the NSIC.
Moen can be reached
at Brittany.Moen@hotmail.com

UPCOMING EVENTS
Nov. 4:
Volleyball at Northern State,
7 p.m.
Women’s swimming vs.
North Caroline A&T, 5 p.m.
Nov. 5:
Men’s basketball at NDSU, 7
p.m.
Football vs. UM-Crookston,
Metrodome Classic, 10 a.m.
Volleyball at University of
Mary, 5 p.m.
Women’s swimming vs.
North Caroline A&T, 1 p.m.
Cross Country at NCAA II
North Central Region, 11
a.m.
Nov. 9:
Wrestling vs. Concordia
College, 7 p.m.
Nov. 10:
Volleyball at NSIC
Tournament, TBA

WANTED SPORTS EDITOR
The Advocate is now accepting
applications for Sports Editor
beginning Spring '06.
Drop off your application in The
Advocate office in the CMU 110.

SPORTS BRIEFS
FOOTBALL

Beavers beat Dragons
Freshman
Eyad
Salem
caught a 62-yard pass from
sophomore Eric Frost with 4
minutes, 39 seconds left in the
third quarter to tie Saturday’s
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference football game
between Bemidji State 13-13.
But within two minutes of
the start of the fourth quarter
the Beavers scored two touchdowns to secure a 27-13 win
over the Dragons.
Freshman Dennis Oswald
got the first points of the game
on a 1-yard run at the 7:53

mark of the first quarter for
the Dragons.
Frost went 4 of 11 for 98
yards with two interceptions
while junior Derek Smith
went 6 of 9 for 37 yards for the
Dragons.
Sophomore Bert Smith led
the Dragons in rushing with
31 yards on 13 carries.
Salem had 89 yards on four
receptions for the Dragons.
The Dragons (1-9, 1-5 NSIC)
play Minnesota-Crookston at
10 a.m. on Saturday at the
NSIC Metrodome Classic.

VOLLEYBALL

Dragons split in conference play
On Friday the MSUM volleyball team swept Winona
(Minn.) State 30-23, 30-27, 3028
in
Northern
Sun
Intercollegiate
Conference
play.
Freshman Meagan Brandon
led the Dragons with 17 kills
while
freshman
Calla
Oftedahl added 16 digs.
Sophomore Julie Vancura
tallied 53 assists for the
Dragons (22-3, 9-3 NSIC).
On Saturday the No.1
ranked Concordia-St. Paul

defeated the Dragons 30-24,
25-30, 30-27, 22-30, 17-15.
Juniors Becky Anderson and
Jesseca White, along with
Brandon tallied 15 kills for the
Dragons while Oftedahl
added 31 digs.
Vancura had 65 assists for
the Dragons.
The Dragons (22-4, 9-4
NSIC) travel to Northern State
(Aberdeen, S.D.) tomorrow
and then it’s off to the
University of Mary on
Saturday.

Advocate staff reports

❒ FACEBOOK, from front
“I put in all my classes. That’s
how I met a lot of people,”
senior Daniel Eekhoff said.
“You talk to different people
from your classes and then you
get to know other people from
those people,” senior Hallie
Anderson said.
Another way to connect on
Facebook is through groups.
Students can create groups
based on a theme, idea or
topic. People with similar
interests can then join. Others
can become “groupies,” a person who is not a member of a
group but is friends with many
members of the group.
Outside companies can sponsor groups with paid promotions. The money from these
promotions goes towards the
Facebook.com’s server and
operational costs.
To become a member of
Facebook, go to www.facebook.com an register using
and MSUM e-mail account.
Moen can be contacted
at Brittany.Moen@hotmail.com.

CLASSIFIEDS
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For Rent
2-Bedroom apartments: Four
blocks from MSUM, 202 16th
Street S., $395, $425 plus
utilities.
Laundry,
quiet
four-plex. Available now. 2367640 or check out our website
at www.RDHrentals.com
Available November 1. Large
immaculately clean 2 bedroom-two blocks from campus. Extra large kitchen-off
street parking/plug-ins-laundry facilities-quiet-smoke-free
building. 233-1881
Houses for rent near campus.
Want to move out now or at
semester break? Jan-Aug rent
break. Better houses, better
landlords.
Email
FMhouserent@702com.net
or
call
Garrick/Mary
218-287-1047.
Thinking of renting a house for
next year? It's not too soon to
plan ahead. Higher quality
houses and landlords with
integrity. To keep posted on
available houses and details,
email
FMhouserent@702com.net.

Help Wanted
RISING BREAD
Company
located in West Acres Shopping
Center, is looking for an upbeat
energetic person to work
morning and day hours,
Mon.-Fri. Apply in person at
Rising Bread Company.
Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamacia, Cancun,
Acapulco,
Bahamas,
and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
Guerilla Marketing/Promoters
needed! Leisure Tours needs
students to promote our
Spring Break travel packages
on campus and with local
vendors.
Excellent
Pay!
800-838-8202

Misc.
PREGNANT? Take Control.
You have options. Free and
confidential First Choice Clinic
(Fargo)
701-237-6530
www.firstchoiceclinic.com

Spring Break
#1 Spring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed. Free Meals
& Free Drinks. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free! Group
discounts
for
6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or www.LeisureTours.com or
800-838-8202
Spring Break 2006 with
Student Travel Services to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas
and Florida. Are you connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Free! Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations
8 0 0 - 6 4 8 - 4 8 4 9
www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK/MEXICO.
From $549. Be a rep and earn a
trip. (800) 366-4786 or (952)
893-9679 or www.mazexp.com

RDH Rentals

You're Home With Us
RDHRentals.com
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❒ VOICES, from front
That plan, however, has fallen by the wayside and
instead, more strict rental laws
have been proposed that have
the potential to severely limit
the availability of affordable
housing for students. In short,
students will eventually have
the choice of living in the residence halls on campus, or living in Fargo as the neighborhoods surrounding campus
offers fewer rental properties.
MSUM professor and current city council member Jim
Danielson said the reason
Camtown failed is because the
students never stood up for
what they wanted.
“The underlying political
reality is that people in position
to make changes were the least
responsive,” he said. Danielson
continues to be a supporter of
Camtown and advocates the

good it can do for the city,
despite opposition.
In 2002 MSUM student senate
attempted to repair some of the
bad feelings between students
and the city. The legislative and
internal affairs committee
began work on a student
branch of the city council. The
student city council would act
as a representative of MSUM,
Concordia and MSCTC.
The council never came to
fruition, however, and students remain unrepresented
in matters of the city. But there
is something simple every
Moorhead resident can do to
see that city council and the
students of MSUM begin to
open the lines of communication, and that is to go to the
polls on Nov. 8.
“It’s your responsibility as a
student and as a member of

the community to help,”
junior Amanda LeGare said.
“You need to vote for a person
that is going to develop that
community.”
Another way students can
help is simply to bring concerns to their city council representatives.
“The input I receive from my
constituents most often comes
in the form of e-mail,” City
Council
candidate
John
Rowell said. “I receive plenty
of phone calls, too. But in nearly eight years on the city coun-

“I think that one of the main
issues is that there is not
enough student housing in
our community and we need
to address that with the colleges,” city council candidate
Tammie Yak said about what
she thought to be the biggest
problems in the city.
Housing continued to be a
debate throughout the open
forum as students and community members brought up
concerns of rental laws,
affordable housing and housing quality.

As Ascheman considers
which candidate best supports his goals, many students
are concerned about possible
changes in rental laws. City
law states that a rental license
may be revoked if a property
receives three violations in six
months. City council is considering changing the period
to three violations in 12
months, making it easier to
revoke rental licenses of troublesome properties.
“I see stricter rules for rental
properties coming, as well as

In nearly eigt years
on the city council I
have received input
from only a handful of
MSUM students.

“

John Rowell
Moorhead city councilman

cil I have received input from
only a handful of MSUM students. City council members
are really easy to contact.“
Rowell urges students to contact their representatives,
although he admits during his
time at MSUM, and even while
serving as student senate president, he never contacted a
member of city council.
“The conduct of city business simply wasn’t on my
radar screen,” he said.
“A lot of students may be
involved in the community,
but they feel it’s a temporary
community,” MSUM senior
Landon Aschman said. He
also said students often feel
they cannot offer much in the
way of helping the city since
they may only be community
members for a short period.
Rowell and Ascheman may

be correct in that many students live in Moorhead for four
short years before leaving, but
it’s unfair for any one to say
that students do not contribute
to the city of Moorhead.
Students are contributing to the
city every time they shop at the
Moorhead Center Mall.
Students are contributing to
the city with every fundraiser
for the homeless and ever
minute spent ringing Salvation
Army bells at Christmas.
Students are contributing to the
city with every art show, play
and concert they share.
Students do add to the community. Some city council
members simply need to realize it. But they will never
know unless students speak
up for what they want.

greatly enhanced enforcement
of the rules,” city council candidate John Rowell said via email. “It’s not in anyone’s
interest to ruin these neigh-

borhoods.” Rowell was not
present at the open forum.

Young can be reached
at youngli@mnstate.edu.

❒ FORUM, from front
City council candidate Rick
Stotts also saw expanding the
commercial base of Moorhead
as a way to move the city forward.
“The more commercial
industry you have I think the
more likely people are to
build residential homes here
too,” he said. “That being
said, I think we need to concentrate on revitalizing our
older
neighborhoods.
Everybody deserves to live in
a healthy and attractive neighborhood.

Young can be reached
at youngli@mnstate.edu.

